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Burning Skies is a real-time strategy game set in a post-apocalyptic world and based on the
Shootercon mini-series. The game is set in a procedurally generated overland map, and survivors

compete over limited resources on both ground and air. The game features many different features,
such as: - campaigns - sandbox mode - progression building - body customization - various vehicle

classes - air combat About Burning Skies Burning Skies is a combat-focused, real-time strategy game
set in a post-apocalyptic world. Players build their own cities on procedurally generated overland
maps, and battle rival players and computer controlled opponents for resources. Built on the core

principle of resource-maximization, Burning Skies also features a range of abilities and customization
options for players to craft their own unique combat experience. You will not find a better package of
fun and utility! * The best free 2d Shooter of all time * * Award-Winning ShooterWith: * 8-players on

a single networked account * 5 levels of difficulty * 40+ weapons with unique gameplay * many
shooting options for almost every terrain * Shooting gallery and a sandbox mode * Autosave your

progress * Different game modes for your entertainment The Ultimate ShooterExperience the world
of shooters in an entirely new way. Free from the shackles of an RPG world, ZweiME players are free
to focus solely on the gameplay experience through a stunning new world, which is bursting at the
seams with superb gameplay and strategy. The writing is very derivative and suffers from a basic

lack of interesting story and characters. The game is very repetitive and you will be playing the same
game and exploring the same environment over and over again. I have no idea why it was made or

what it was intended to accomplish. I played this game for 2-3 days, and I was bored to tears. So
when you kill a person, you feel as though you have truly earned your money. That time that I'm

trying to reach the specific goal of game-play, the same people are popping up at me, trying to shoot
me, kill me, and steal my items and ammo. The sound effects are horrible and the dialogue made

me want to punch a hole in my TV. The game itself will never be played by anyone. The only reason I
played it was to search for music, and it ended up being more of a download to just
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Can't see posts of other users
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Cons: You can't add others, or modify any settings.

Pros: The whole purpose of the game is to eliminate politics and let's not talk about the ugly sides of human
nature.

How can I make Just Us better?

I would love to hear some feedback! Comment, tweet me, use the contact form!
You can also have an active notification about everything that is posted via email!
Feel free to use the Play Store.
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